
We make companies more efficient and people’s lives at work easier. We replace processes that 
involve paper documents, Post-its, spreadsheets, and emails with easy-to-use software. Our Next® 
smart process applications boost corporate efficiency, scalability, and the personal joy of work. Since 
1986, we have served our customers from all over the world, through a network of certified partners 
and own offices in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK.

Finances, accountancy, and BI  
As part of the top leadership team, we expect 
you to act as a proactive partner for both 
C-level and subsidiaries, and to secure that 
relevant analyses and financial observations are 
included in our decision-making processes. To 
be proactive also entails challenging existing 
estimates, evaluating the consequences of 
group transactions, as well as identifying 
and leading projects that create added value. 
Together with your skilled teammates, you will 
develop and optimize the daily accounting and 
bookkeeping routines and reporting processes.

Other tasks can, for example, be:

 • Constructing and putting key figures into 
perspective for the management,  
subsidiaries, and board of directors 

 • Managing and executing the budget 
process

 • Controlling and financial analyses
 • Optimizing the use of IT tools, such as  

ERP system and BI
 • Month-end closing
 • Consolidating accounts/annual accounts 

across six countries

During the start-up phase, you will have ample 
opportunities to get to know the business from 
the inside, in order to obtain the right  
conditions to succeed in the job. 

Business acumen and 
overview
Your absolute strength lies in linking figures 
with the business. You hold a M.Sc degree or 
equivalent combined with a solid accounting 
insight, for example, from an auditing 
company, supplemented with experience from 
an accounting role in an international company.
You are a superuser in Excel and BI tools, as 
well as write and speak Danish and English 
effortlessly. Your ambition to make an actual 
difference in the business makes you run the 
extra mile if needed.

Working across borders comes naturally to 
you as you can smoothly bridge the cultural 
communication gap. That’s why, it will be easy 
for you to motivate international colleagues 
to deliver valid numbers on time. You have 
a keen overview of your area and a sharp, 
analytical mind. Your work style is structured, 
focused, and you got that extra drive. All these 
combined qualities makes you a respected and 
trusted collaborator for those around you.

We work across boarders
Our Admin & Finance department is a team of 
four colleagues working out of three European 
countries. You will be seated in Herning, 
Denmark and manage the daily work of two 
full-time colleagues, but you will also get to 
work with your part-time teammates in Norway 
and Germany.

Growing internationally
At Nextway, we are fully engaged in an 
ambitious international growth strategy. Our 
customers’ digital transformation is happening
faster than ever. That’s why we need more  
talents on board. In Denmark, Finland, 
Germany, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and 
the UK — everywhere.

We live by our values
Nextway is not governed by voluminous books
of rules and regulations. We believe strongly
in shared core values as the guiding principles
that dictates our behavior and actions. Unified,
Easy, Smart, Respectful, and Ambitious are the
five paragraphs in our constitution. You either 
buy in to this, or you won’t be invited at all. 
Period.

Interested?

Mail your application and CV named
”DK-007 International Head of Accounts” to
job@nextway.software. We process the
applications as they come in. And we won’t
keep you waiting. Rest assured — we’ll treat
your application with complete confidentiality.

If you have questions, reach out to Thomas,
your future manager at the@nextway.software. Mailroom automation

– the Next® way
The Nextdays 
– innovating the future

international head of accounts

Are you an experienced accountant with auditing background and leadership skills? Would you 
like to influence business decisions across seven markets? Join our headquarters in Herning.

— Herning
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